
Submission ~ Billy Bishop Toronto City Airport Runway Environmental Assessment

The Process
It is misleading to call this Ports Toronto undertaking an Environmental Assessment (EA). It does not
offer many of the amenities usually provided by an EA. There is no provision for hearings. There is no
arms length tribunal to weigh the evidence. There is no provision for the public or others to seek 
intervener status, receive intervener funding or call their own experts and evidence.

It is also misleading to portray this undertaking as a mere runway extension. It is a transformation of 
a small short take off and landing airport into a destination for jets. Such a transformation will impact
the livability of Toronto and it’s waterfront.

Recommendation # 1
The report and studies resulting from this consultation should not be deemed to be the outcomes of an 
Environmental Assessment. They should be forwarded to the City Council as the results of a Ports 
Toronto public consultation. 

The Scope
I have relied on the Royal Commission on the Future of Toronto’s Waterfront Report as the 
foundation of my submission. The Royal Commission created a complete integrated vision for a 
dynamic, sustainable and vital Toronto waterfront. The Commission’s recommendations are still 
relevant today. The federally funded Commission spent an exhaustive three and a half years hearing 
directly from the public, government and private interests. This Ports Toronto consultation can 
hardly accomplish in several months what the Royal Commission took over 3 years to study. The 
Royal Commission was also a federally funded inquiry, it heard in depth from the best experts on the 
issues. As the result of the Royal Commission, Waterfront Toronto was formed to implement its 
recommendations. Ironically, runway extensions for the introduction of jets would not be necessary 
if the Commission’s recommendations on the Island Airport were implemented. Public confidence in 
the outcome of this consultation would be strengthened if the public could count on past federal 
efforts to inform the present. 

The Royal Commission studies addressed most of the issues on your EA list comprehensively. The 
Commission’s recommendations can be found in their final Regeneration report. As well there are 
individual reports studying waterfront issues in depth. They include

 The Future of the Toronto Island Airport: The Issues;
 Persistence and Change: Waterfront Issues and the Board of the Toronto Harbour 

Commissioners; 
 Parks, Pleasures and Public Amenities;
 Jobs, Opportunities and Economic Growth;
 The Livable Waterfront: Access and Movement;
 Housing and Neighbourhoods: the Livable Waterfront; and
 Environment and Health: Issues on Toronto Waterfront
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“The  ecosystem  concept  holds  that  economy,  social  issues  and  environment  are  interrelated  –
decisions made in one area affect all the others.”

“ We are responsible for the consequences of our own actions – to ourselves and to other people, to
other generations, and to other species.”

‘The Royal  Commission found no overwhelming public  demand for  any change in the  airport’s
current role.”

Quotes from Commissioner David Crombie’s REGENERATION  ~ Toronto’s Waterfront and The Sustainable City: Final
Report 1991 of the Federal Royal Commission on the Future of Toronto’s Waterfront. 



Recommendation # 2
The Runway Extension evaluation should use the Royal Commission on the Future of Toronto’s 
Waterfront studies and recommendations as its base line and yardstick. Your job should be to overlay its
conclusions with up to date statistics and new studies for this EA to demonstrate what has changed 
since then. Care will be needed to chronicle the intensification and growth of housing and other 
waterfront amenities and stresses since the Commission Report in 1991. 

The fact remains that the introduction of jets is inconsistent with the Tripartite Agreement, and 
Toronto’s Central Waterfront Plan. The decision will be up to Toronto City Council who will have to 
weigh the evidence your consultants provide. 

This issue continues to be political. This EA is not arms length and is complicated by the quest of both
Porter Air and Ports Toronto for financial solvency. Recent articles by Christopher Hume in the 
Toronto Star and in Toronto Life cover these financial challenges thoroughly. 
 
http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2013/12/04/island_airport_expansion_dreams_are_citys_nightmare_hume.html

http://www.torontolife.com/informer/features/2015/01/27/the-relentless-robertdeluce/?page=all#tlb_multipage_anchor_6

Changing the Name to Expand the Mandate
The well-timed rebranding of the Toronto Port Authority (formerly the Toronto Harbour 
Commission) as Ports Toronto entrenches the intent to expand the Agency’s operations. Since there 
is only one port the other, one must conclude, is the airport. The new Ports Toronto logo, shows a 
blue wave morphing into a golden airborne arrow, graphically depicting Ports Toronto’s intent to 
make airport expansion their new future and predetermining the outcome of this EA. 

Ports Toronto in their earlier iterations has increasingly acted as waterfront developers as the Port 
failed to be viable.  They were the first Agency to breach the City’s intent to never build on the shore 
side of Queens Quay by building the Harbor Castle Development. They have reshaped the shorelines 
according to their own bottom line. Governments and agencies have had to try to catch up with these 
projects by raising objectives and imposing EAs and other conditions after the fact. These projects 
are always profitable to Ports Toronto, even though they are often addressing problems created by 
their own previous piecemeal reshaping of the port and waterfront. The cascading environmental 
and shoreline impacts of their projects have not been adequately assessed. This project for runway 
extension has all the hallmarks of past Ports Toronto efforts rush to create new revenue generating 
activities without balancing the consequences for other stakeholders. The essential question that 
flows from this proposal is - should the scope and mandate of Ports Toronto be downsized to reflect 
the size of port operations?

A brief history of the shifting Toronto Harbour Commission > Toronto Port Authority > Ports 
Toronto projects and priorities
Ports Toronto despite its previous iterations is still governed by the federal Navigation Act and has a 
mandate to manage the port. In 1911, the Toronto Harbour Commission was created. Later, the lands
of the waterfront that were owned by the City of Toronto were transferred to the Commission to 
administer and the shoreline was reshaped by fill for decades after that. Sediment buildup in the 
inner Harbour over time has made it unsuitable as a commercial port because of the loss of depths 
needed for ships. The Harbor is now used for recreational boating.

The Harbour Commission created the right angle Keating Channel at the mouth of the Don River in 
1956 as a flood control measure. However, the Keating Channel led to slowing of the Don’s currents 
that led to perpetual sediment build up in the Channel and the Harbour. Dredging of these of these 
sediments has become a primary activity of the Harbour Commission.
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In 1956, the Harbour Commission began construction the Leslie Street Spit with dredged sediments 
and soils trucked from the deep excavations of the downtown building boom.  No approvals were 
sought prior to the commencement of this lake filling. The soils used for construction were 
contaminated with lead (from days of leaded gasoline) and other contaminants like mercury a legacy 
from past industrial practices. At the height of the four decade fill operation the development and 
trucking industries were paying the then Port Authority to dump 1,500 truck loads a day into Lake 
Ontario. The only quality control was one person in a small tower peering into the trucks. 

Early plans and the design of the Spit included “The Bold Concept” a TPA plan for its possible use as 
an alternative site for the airport and a large new housing development for 50,000 residents. The 
Port Authority promise that Outer Harbour would be Toronto’s new port never materialized as goods
in the Great Lakes were shipped on roads and by rail.

The impacts of the construction of the Spit with contaminated fill have never been adequately 
studied. Long-term impacts on recreational beaches and drinking water intakes impacting all 
Torontonians were not adequately evaluated. It is likely that the unilateral construction by the Port 
Authority of the Spit will change shorelines of the Toronto Islands by changing wave patterns and by 
blocking continuing nourishment of its shorelines from sands from the Scarborough Bluffs.  

Because Spit construction operation took so long, migratory birds bought seeds and the Spit quickly 
naturalized. It was designated as Tommy Thompson Park and the Metro Toronto Conservation 
Authority stepped in to protect it as a natural habitat. This quashed the TPA development plans for 
the Leslie Street spit. 

However, the Toronto Port Authority had included dredge disposal cells on the Spit to deposit 
contaminates from dredging of the inner harbor and Keating Channel. Conservation Authority and 
public intervention resulted in resulted in a safer design of those cells so they were not open to the 
Lake. The Conservation Authority insisted that these cells be remediated by turning them into 
marshes. 

Recommendation # 3
Toronto City Council must ensure that this Ports Toronto proposal not proceed before approvals are 
received from the City as past developments have. Should Toronto City Council eventually ignore the 
advice of their Medical Officer of Health and approve runway extension for jets those approvals should 
be subject to the condition that a full joint Federal/Provincial Environmental Assessment be held.

Recommendation # 4
Should the runway extension be approved it should be constructed with clean soil to protect water 
quality in the Inner Harbour and Lake Ontario. Fill should be contained behind engineered revetments 
so they do not erode into these waters. 

Recommendation # 5
Runway design must include pollution prevention measures to minimize runoff, and to aid in the 
collection of spills.

Recommendation # 6
If dredging results from Runway construction the level of sediment contamination should be assessed to 
determine if the sediments require confined disposal.

The health of the ecosystem of the waterfront is dependent on hydrological flows. The cleansing and 
scouring of the Harbour depends on the strength of the currents flowing out of the Western Gap.

Recommendation # 7
The flows out the Western Gap, so important to the harbor health, should not be diminished bythe 
proposed runway extensions. 
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Recommendation # 8
The runway extension into the inner harbor should not cause sediment buildup within the harbor.

Equitable Public Access, Use and Enjoyment of the Toronto Waterfront
This proposal should not be considered in isolation. Regard should also be given to other Federal 
Government undertakings. The government of Canada is a signatory to the international Great Lakes 
Water Quality Agreement with the United States. This Agreement commits both countries to 
identifying shared priorities and coordinating actions to restore and protect the chemical, physical 
and biological integrity of the waters of the Great Lakes. Annex 1 to the Agreement designates 
Remedial Action Plans be prepared and implemented for each of the 42 Areas of Concern in the Great
Lakes which includes Toronto’s Waterfront. Toronto’s RAP is in its implementation phase.

Recommendation # 9
Activities at the Billy Bishop Airport should comply with the terms of the Great Lakes Water Quality 
Agreement and the recommendations of the Toronto Waterfront Remedial Action Plan.

Noise and Enjoyment
As a Toronto Island resident for 46 years, I am familiar with the actual noise impacts of jets. Many 
waterfront residents endeavor to be away during the CNE air shows because of the stress and fright 
the jet planes cause, especially to children. This was recently reinforced to me in October when a jet 
overhead was making a low approach to land at the Island Airport. My eight-year-old Granddaughter 
dropped to her knees and covered her head when startled by the screaming (not whispering) noise 
that came out of nowhere. 

Concerns have been raised about how noise will impact students in waterfront schools. These 
include the Toronto Island Natural Science School, the Bathurst Quay School and George Brown 
College’s waterfront campus as well as waterfront camps at Harbourfront and on the Islands.

Enjoyment of the Toronto Islands and Tommy Thompson Parks
As Toronto grows, many residents housed in high rises, seek respite on Toronto Island. It is the only 
space on the central waterfront where they can have a diverse experience of riding a ferry, 
naturalized areas of forests and meadows, a rich variety of birds and wildlife, sandy recreational 
swimmable beaches, a small car-free village, outdoor cafes, a small human scale amusement park 
with rides, a children’s sculpture garden, explore a historic haunted lighthouse and enjoy bike rentals
to take them the length of the Island chain. Visitors to the Island come day and night and in all 
seasons to enjoy Toronto’s biggest attraction. The existence of this park, the Tommy Thompson Park 
and the waterfront has contributed immeasurable to the City being deemed one of the most livable, 
intelligent and green urban centers in the world. These attractions are threatened by the proposal to 
bring jets into this unique and diverse waterfront. It is likely the jets will tip the scales and erode 
enjoyment of the waterfront that has been fostered and protected for over a century. Chicago made 
their bold move and bulldozed their downtown airport overnight to ensure the sustainable livability 
of their City.

Recommendation #10
The impact of the introduction of jets on the future value and enjoyment of the Toronto Island and 
Tommy Thompson parks for City and Island Residents as well as visitors must be weighed in this 
decision.

Recommendation # 11
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The impact on students in the Toronto Island Natural Science School, the Waterfront School  (at 
Bathurst Quay), and George Brown’s Waterfront Campus must be accessed. As well impacts on the 
summer camps at Harbourfront and on the Toronto Islands should be studied.

Neighbourhood Health and Safety Concerns
The proximity of the airport to downtown, beaches, Island and Etobicoke neighborhoods raises many
health and safety concerns. Weather, visibility, and other factors have contributed to planes 
approaching and taking off going off their flight paths.  This means they fly low over populated areas, 
parks and close to residential and commercial high rise towers. There has been one crash of a small 
plane near to the park fence at Hanlan’s Point.  As the approach is over the bird sanctuary on the 
Leslie Street Spit, there is risk from bird strikes or suction into engines during approach. It is unclear 
if jets are able to respond well, make adjustments and maneuver within the airspace to react to 
unexpected situations like extreme weather events, or bird strikes. 

In December 2014, the Toronto Star reported there were three emergency situations within a day 
several, involving smoke in the cockpit of planes destined for Billy Bishop and another due to a bird 
strike. 
http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2014/12/29/air_canada_diverts_calgarylondon_plane_to_torontos_pearson_airport.html
 
These flights were diverted to Pearson Airport, likely because there was not adequate capacity to 
respond to emergencies at Billy Bishop. At the last airport forum we learned there are 50 to 60 bird 
strikes a year. The fact is that there are large birds, raptors (hawks and eagles), Canada geese, 
cormorants and owls along the waterfront. These populations need to be treasured, and protected 
not threatened by their proximity to Toronto’s core. 

Recommendation #12
A variety of airplane flight accident situations need to be considered as part of this evaluation, including
emergency planning for each of these scenarios. Emergency plans need to be made available to 
residents and to City Council for both current and future operations.

Fuel and Dangerous Goods Issues
Diesel fuel and other volatile substances like de-icing solutions are needed for airport operations and
supplies are transported to and stored at the airport. Diesel fuel is explosive, a pollutant to air and 
water and is a recognized carcinogen. As well it  has many other respiratory impacts. 
http://www.carexcanada.ca/en/diesel_engine_exhaust/

While efforts are made to transport fuels to the airport outside of peak traffic hours, these shipments 
have to go through neighbourhoods, and cross water on the airport ferry. Potential for accidents in 
fuel transportation remains a concern. Once onsite the fuels are transferred to storage tanks, and into
the planes creating other opportunities for spills and exposures.

Recommendation # 13
Health and safety risks associated with the transportation, handling and storage of increased diesel 
volumes required in airport expansion must be evaluated. Current and future emergency plans and 
response capacity in case of spills should also be evaluated. 

Air Quality Issues
The excellent and comprehensive submission from Toronto’s Medical Officer of Health, Dr. David 
McKeown and the Board of Health stresses the local human health risk potential from expanded 
airport use of these substances and their fate in the environment. Their submission stresses the 
importance of cumulating airport emissions with the existing burdens of pollutants in the area. Their 
studies on Toronto’s air quality demonstrate health impacts are found from pollution at the 
intersections of major traffic arteries. Since the airport is near the Gardiner Expressway, Bathurst 
Street and the Lakeshore, the airport emissions from increased jet traffic will add to the burden of 
existing airport emissions to local air pollution generated by traffic.
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Recommendation #14
Studies must be done to determine how expansion to jets will add to the cumulative air pollution burden
in Toronto. These studies should include the human and economic costs of the increased burden of 
illness in respiratory diseases and hospitalizations. Future operations of the airport should not add to 
the burden of air pollution in the City.

Airport Expansion and Increase of Toronto’s traffic gridlock
Expansion of the Billy Bishop City Centre Airport to jets will cause a parallel expansion in ground 
traffic to the airport. There are already significant public accessibility issues on the waterfront. The 
City has public transit improvements underway to remedy this. Those plans do not include a growth 
in car access and parking provision for an influx of cars but do include the Martin Goodman Trail, the 
56 KM cycling and inline skating path along the Waterfront. Increased traffic to the area will interfere
with pedestrian, bicyclist, and skater use of these amenities.

Recommendation #15
City of Toronto transportation priorities for the waterfront should not be altered by this proposal to 
intensify use of the Billy Bishop airport. 

The context for my submissions
My submissions are made from a number of perspectives. I have been a Ward’s Islander since 1969 
and have been involved in the efforts to protect this unique carless community land trust that 
coexists with the Island Park. I am a member of the Board of the Toronto Island Community 
Association (TICA). I am recently retired. My professional history included 40 years of advocacy and 
research for the Canadian Environmental Law Association into environmental protection of water 
quantity and quality in the Great Lakes in international, federal, provincial and local venues. My local 
waterfront work included efforts to reduce the impacts of local sediment dredging, and lake filling. 

I was also a stakeholder in a 2006 Class EA on Toronto Island shoreline management that concluded 
that Gibraltar Point, near to the Billy Bishop Toronto Center Airport is vulnerable to erosion and 
flooding and recommended mitigation that has never been undertaken. 

As well, I am part of several broad based environmental health coalitions that have worked to 
improve air quality. One effort successfully campaigned for Ontario’s Toxic Reduction Act. I am still 
active as the Co-Chair of the Environmental and Occupational Working Group of the Toronto Cancer 
Prevention Coalition, an initiative of Toronto Public Health. This work has created the City’s 
ChemTRAC community right-to-know program reporting local facilities’ emissions of carcinogens 
and other toxins to Toronto’s air shed.

Sarah Miller
16 Second Street
Ward’s Island
 Toronto, ON
M5J 2A8
reachsandbarsarah@gmail.com
416 203-0821
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